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Amelia hopes to rekindle some of the old fire with Emerson in a return journey to Amarna, Egypt

where they met 13 years before. But her plan is foiled when Emerson emerges from a night-time

ambush typically furious and with absolutely no memory of who Amelia is!
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Amelia hopes to rekindle some of the old fire with Emerson in a return journey to Amarna, Egypt

where they met 13 years before. But her plan is foiled when Emerson emerges from a night-time

ambush typically furious and with absolutely no memory of who Amelia is!

Having read the entire Peabody series over the years, I am thoroughly enjoying re-acquainting

myself with the characters and the history involved this extraordinary cast of characters. You find

quite a few inconsistencies as you read the books back-to-back, but they are fun and informative, if

you enjoy Egyptology. I have been eagerly awaiting a final book for the past couple of years that

wraps up the family sage, as it were, but I read that Ms Peters (Dr Mertz) passed away a while

back. There is a new book coming out in the not-too-distant future that I hope will permit closure for

the many fans of Amelia and Emerson's adventures. Good reading for any and all.

#7 in the Amelia Peabody Emerson Egyptology series. Nefret is now a ward of the Emersons.

Plenty of interesting action between Nefret and Ramses. Amelia is translating another children's

fairy tale, and she is seeing replication of the fairy tale in her life in Egypt. Emerson is irascible as

ever, igniting passion in the females he comes in contact with. Always entertaining and educating!



If you love any of the Elizabeth Peters Amelia Peabody Books, you will love them all. My favorite

series ever! Truly is Raiders of the Lost Ark married with Sherlock Holmes.

The eccentric Amelia Peabody-Emerson and her husband, Radcliffe Emerson returned to Egypt, for

yet another dangerous but very entertaining adventure. This book is filled with mystery, romance,

feminism, kidnappings, criminals, disguises, a maddening case of amnesia, loyal friends and of

course, Egyptology. The Egyption setting was populated by an unforgettable cast of vividly

developed characters and another feline with an attitude. The storyline is held together seamlessly

with excellent writing and much humor. A joy to read!

I read this book when it first came out. I liked it so much that I gave a targeted donation to my library

to buy the audio version on tape (it was that long ago). The library's tape copy wore out, so many

people had listened to it. When I got my Kindle, I bought "The Snake, the Crocodile and the Dog" in

the e-version so I could read it anytime I felt like it in my favorite format. This is my favorite of all of

Elizabeth Peters many books.

I have loved the Amelia Peabody series since reading her delightful introduction in one of my

favorite books EVER, The Crocodile on the Sandbank, and enjoyed this book ever bit as much!

Engaging, witty, romantic and engrossing, its laugh-out-loud wonderful!

Loved the twist at the end.Ramses was his eloquent young self and growing up fast.Please keep

um coming!

Love the Amelia Peabody series! Finished this book in just three days. It was impossible to put

down.I found the plot really interesting and was always in fear that Emerson would never regain his

memory! Loved the strength of Amelia when Emerson was not able to recognize her... And Ramses

letters never failed to amaze me!
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